PI
The Sunlight Of The Spirit

PATTER
Dear PI Gurus. Finally I have belatedly gotten the
opportunity to gather all your ideas and narratives
into another riveting edition of the Patter. In addition
to recognizing that servient honour, I could right
now give a totally limp wristed excuse for not getting
my act to you sooner, but I’m sure you’ve heard it all
before… school holidays, flu, bad headspace blah,
blah, blah, LIFE!!! Fact is there are no excuses for
just being “slack”. So my 6 month report card reads:M.T.H. (must try harder).
To whit, I am in need of even more ideas for the next
edition. Being a typical alkie... “I must have more”.
As well as getting stuff for the Patter I will be
sending your ideas around the traps to all our PI
friends.
There remains locked in the vaults of our Sydney
Headquarter, and up for grabs, 50 gold plated
Professional PI pamphlet pack “sleeves” just waiting
to be won for your group. (ok! maybe not gold
plated). But don’t wait any longer to get your
awesome PI ideas to me so I can have a few restless
nights imagining resentments against me as I pick a
winner for the best idea. So get those ideas to me
ASAP. 7 hours sleep is already too much for
anybody.
Locally PI/CPC on the Gold Coast is bubbling along
nicely with some major events coming soon.
Homeless Connect (August 1st) and the Australian

New Zealand Mental Health Conference due in the
next few weeks. The Gurus at Lawson Street
(Southport) are pumped up to carry the message to
the “great unwashed”. GO! Robert and crew.
Yours In Service
Dave S.
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I was approached recently by someone I know to
speak to trainee nurses at both RMIT campus
(Melbourne CBD and Latrobe) about being an
alcoholic. In all, I addressed over 50 students and
staff. Whilst I was not asked to represent A.A.
formally, in speaking as someone afflicted with
our disease my recovery came up. I was able to
explain a little as to how A.A. and the 12 steps
have been saving and improving my life for well
over 6 years.
PI comes is all shapes and forms. Any time we
carry the A.A. message - in large and small ways
like this one, we create the opportunity for future
friends and new members.
Derek R Area F Vic

Hi All.
I have just completed on a district level about 20 odd
months of literature distribution in partnership with AL
anon, and when I handed out an AA pack (envelope) I
automatically gave the recipient an AL anon one as well.
I had an AL anon member with me about 40% of the
time and we were able to collate an inventory of about
150 contacts over that period of time here in
Townsville.

Centre for Addiction Medicine PI presentation
On Thursday 5 April 2018 two AA members - Mark
W (Seven Hills Monday night) and Siobhan B
(Baulkham Hills Sunday night) attended the Centre for
Addiction Medicine, in Cumberland Hospital, North
Parramatta to hold an AA Public Information session.
The audience was made up of around 20 nurses,
psychologists, counsellors and medical staff. With a
handful of others watching on from another section of
the hospital via teleconferencing.

Naturally in order to do this amount of face to face PI
contact work it takes a bit of organising of material,
time and fuel ($$) and of course the support of the
districts (AA and AL anon). Having a really keen
member of AL anon helped enormously with the
computer work skills I lacked, plus the exercise
generated an element of enthusiasm itself in both
programs and filtered down to the groups whereby now
more members are interested in PI.

Mark W showed a PowerPoint presentation on AA
(history, what it is/not. etc.), followed by a brief ID
and then introduced Siobhan B who told her story of
how AA has changed her life. Then there was Q&A
time.

Also I contacted the local radio station and secured a
deal for our promos which the district financed. AL
anon is currently in the process of doing the same.

The feedback was positive, with coordinator Catherine
Salisbury (Staff specialist Drug Health) proposing that
we do the same thing at the other end of Western
Sydney Local Health District (WSLHD) Drug Health,
being the Blacktown/Mt Druitt hub. We are waiting
to hear back on how to proceed with this.

It actually takes a fair bit of energy to complete such a
project and perhaps not everybody would be interested
in giving up such a large chunk of time for PI. In our
district since I rotated off unfortunately no one has
picked up the baton, but still its all service right?. I also
have a PI role in the area as well but I'm limited to the
phone and its focus is entirely on community radio
stations which has delivered results so far..
Kind regards Ken H,
Townsville District Treasurer.

AA packs were created and handed out to all those
who attended. The packs included a small copy of the
Big Book and some relevant flyers targeted to the
professional.

PI PowerPoint presentation
The PowerPoint presentation used at Cumberland is a
great resource and perfect for these type of info
sessions.
Please
contact me
at…
lisamandic@hotmail.com if you would like a copy.
Yours in Service

Lisa
P.S.

Just wondering if you know of any AA radio advert
audio that I'd be able to access for some potential
radio air time with a local radio station. A member I
know is a presenter on there casually... Or if you could
point me in the right direction please?
Thanks.

District 9 ran an ad in Facebook. This was done through
our Facebook page as a 'Boosted Post'. The ad ran for 30
days costing $30.00 in total. It was seen by 962 people with
9 shares and 3 link clicks. The targeted audience was 18+
year olds in Queensland.
That's about all from me.
Y.I.L.S.

This picture was stolen from a Facebook post of Allan
D., and the claim as told by Bear (Mark) of lightning
Ridge is that McDonalds founder, Ray Kroc was a
recovering alcoholic or maybe not recovering, when he
deleted the horizontal bars from the AA symbol to
design the golden archers.
An excellent story, and who am I to dispute it?

Dear Dave
Caringbah is near Cronulla in the Sutherland Shire of
Sydney.
PI for Caringbah is about having a plan, to put into
action to carry the message to the alcoholic still
suffering.
We are currently trying to work with our local
hospital to serve the alcoholics in treatment, working
on a poster and meeting list drop off to local services
and community service announcements on radio and
hopefully local movie centres.
We try to be realistic, not take on too much. And try
to celebrate the committed members who put their
hand up to serve.
Yours in service
Dianne Secretary of Caringbah Unity

I’ve included this photo
not knowing if I had
presented it in the
previous edition of the
Patter. I just looked and
my Patter folder has done
what we all fear…
deserted the file list.
“sob”. As my sponsor
would say, “must have
been Gods will”.
Now to try and retrieve
my folder.
Hey All
I'm the new DCM of the Port Stephen's and Lower
Hunter District, the PI work I have done has only
been a result of the group level. We just elected a new
PI coordinator for our district last weekend.
My home group is the 3 legacies meeting, Monday
night in Newcastle.
I will go ahead and join the PI group :)
We would use the PI packs to go around to doctors,
police stations and give them to the medical staff at
the mental health and substance use program at the
local hospital, as well as the job search agencies. PI is
the highlight of my day, letting people know that we
exist, letting them know what aa is and what aa isn't,
letting people know if they have a problem with
drinking there is a solution.
Take care.
Kati
*Note:- Kati is currently the only entrant in our
“Win 50 amazing PI pamphlet packs” for the best
PI idea, which ends on 1st August… You still
have time
Dave.

Andrew Millar showing a display they hope to put
into the University of Newcastle library or shopping
centres etc.
“We are in the process of rebuilding it so it is easier
transportable, but it will still look the same.
Allan. Delegate Area C E.R.

Hey All
I'm the new DCM of the Port Stephen's and Lower
Hunter District, the PI work I have done has only been
a result of the group level. We just elected a new PI
coordinator for our district last weekend.
My home group is the 3 legacies meeting, Monday night
in Newcastle.
I will go ahead and join the PI group :)
We would use the PI packs to go around to doctors,
police stations and give them to the medical staff at the
mental health and substance use program at the local
hospital, as well as the job search agencies. PI is the
highlight of my day, letting people know that we exist,
letting them know what aa is and what aa isn't, letting
people know if they have a problem with drinking there
is a solution.
Take care.
Kati

District 9 ran an ad in Facebook. This was done
through our Facebook page as a 'Boosted Post'.
The ad ran for 30 days costing $30.00 in total. It
was seen by 962 people with 9 shares and 3 link
clicks. The targeted audience was 18+ year olds in
Queensland.
That's about all from me
YILS
Jennie H

PUT ON BUCKET LIST FOR 2019

THIS SPACE LEFT
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Pi/CPC
AWESOMENESS
Have an awesome sobriety.
Y.I.S.

*Note:- Kati is the only entrant in our “Win 50 amazing
PI pamphlet packs... Ed.

